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Abstract: Surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF) requires the absorption/emission band of the fluorophore,
the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the nanostructure and the excitation wavelength to
fall in the same (or very close) spectral range. In this paper, we monitor the SEF intensity and lifetime
dependence of riboflavin (vitamin B2) adsorbed on a spacer-modified Ag substrate with respect
to the thickness of the spacer. The substrates were formed by silver nanoislands deposited onto
magnetron-sputtered polytetrafluoroethylene (ms-PTFE). The spacer was formed by the ms-PTFE
layer with the thickness ranging from ~5 to 25 nm. The riboflavin dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) at a 10 µM concentration forms, at the ms-PTFE surface, a homogeneous layer of adsorbed
molecules corresponding to a monomolecular layer. The microspectroscopic measurements of the
adsorbed layer were performed through a sessile droplet; our study has shown the advantages
and limitations of this approach. Time-resolved fluorescence enabled us to determine the enhanced
fluorescence quantum yield due to the shortening of the radiative decay in the vicinity of the plasmonic
surface. For the 5 nm ms-PTFE layer possessing the largest (estimated 4×) fluorescence enhancement,
the quantum yield was increased 2.3×.

Keywords: surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF); time-resolved; riboflavin; lifetime; enhancement factor

1. Introduction

Fluorescence detection represents a well-established technique used in a wide range of biochemical
and biomedical applications. To date, various detection schemes (both intrinsic and extrinsic) based
on fluorescence such as direct detection, sandwich, competitive or inhibition assay were proposed.
The sensitivity of fluorescence to the local environment such as pH, gas concentration or a presence
of a specific ligand has led to the development of many sophisticated sensing formats, making use
of the effect of fluorescence quenching, changes in fluorescence anisotropy or the resonant transfer
of energy [1]. Unlike Raman or infrared absorption spectroscopy, fluorescence is a two-step process,
and thus fluorescence sensing is not only limited to stationary analysis but also time-resolved
measurements which provide valuable information about the lifetime of the probes. Although the
fluorescence cross-section is generally higher in comparison to the other optical processes mentioned
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above, the need for reduced detection limits is still opposed by the low quantum yield of some
fluorophores, their photobleaching or problems with the background emissions from the sample.
These limitations may be partly overcome by surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF), which represents
one of the three main surface-enhanced spectroscopic methods besides surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) and surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) [2–4].

The current understanding of SEF attributes the enhancement effect to the resonance excitation
of surface plasmons at the metal–dielectric interface [5–10]. When the fluorophore is placed in the
vicinity of the nanostructured metal surface, it is subjected to a much stronger electromagnetic field
in comparison with the same molecule in free space. Due to the more concentrated electromagnetic
field around the nanoparticle, the excitation rate of the fluorophore is higher and also the emission
rate of the fluorophore is usually increased. These two mechanisms are difficult to separate and the
proportion between them remains unclear, but it is expected to depend on the spectral overlap between
the absorption/emission band of the studied molecule, the excitation wavelength and their mutual
position within the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band of a given nanostructure [11–14].
However, the enhancement effect for fluorophores placed on metal nanostructures is competitive
with the radiationless quenching caused by an energy transfer at the metal–dielectric interface,
which is more pronounced at very short distances between the fluorophore and the metal surface
(up to ~2–3 nm) [3–5,8,15]. Thus, there exists an optimum distance for which the enhancement
effect is most significant (usually in the range between 5 and 20 nm) and a spacer must be
used to keep the interspace between the metal and the fluorophore [16]. However, because of
the distance-dependent electromagnetic effect and the role of fluorescence quenching, the maximum
fluorescence enhancement factor, typically 100–103 [3,5,7,8], can hardly match the typical values of the
Raman enhancement factor [15].

Detection of SEF requires the absorption/emission band of the fluorophore, the LSPR peak of the
nanostructures and the excitation wavelength to fall in the same (or very close) spectral range. Due to
this, silver, gold and copper nanostructures are the most suitable metals for SEF as they exhibit LSPR in
the visible spectral range. In addition, it is well known that the plasmon resonance properties of such
metallic nanostructures can be controlled by optimizing the nanoparticle dimensions, their geometry
and composition [13,17–20]. Different spacing was used in the literature to keep the optimum distance,
such as silicon oxides [6,13,16,21], polymers [22,23], proteins [11,24] or DNA strands [12,25,26]. However,
the correct interpretation of the enhancement mechanism and the competing enhancing/quenching
processes requires a thorough investigation of dependence on the spacer thickness as well as the
plasmonic properties, and a correlation between the SEF enhancement and the lifetime shortening is
usually needed. Although all these approaches have appeared in the literature already in the 1980s [6,7],
most of these aspects so far have been studied separately.

In this contribution, we systematically monitor the SEF intensity and lifetime dependence of
riboflavin (vitamin B2) adsorbed on a spacer-modified nanostructured Ag substrate with respect to the
thickness of the spacer. The enhanced fluorescence of riboflavin on a highly reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) surface was reported previously [27]. In our study, the enhancing surface was formed by Ag
nanoislands deposited onto magnetron-sputtered polytetrafluoroethylene (ms-PTFE). These substrates
hold great promise for analytical applications due to their SERS performance, excellent reproducibility,
time stability, ease of preparation and cost effectiveness [28]. Moreover, this deposition procedure may
be easily adapted for the fabrication of surfaces with LSPR conditions gradually changing along the
sample length [17]. Their plasmonic properties, which may cover the whole visible spectral range,
can be used for the identification of the best overlap of the absorption/emission band of the fluorophore
with the LSPR maximum of the nanostructures. For the spacer, we use an ms-PTFE layer with the
thickness ranging from ~5 to 25 nm.

In previously published SEF studies, the fluorophore was deposited at the SEF-active surface
via evaporation of a drop of the fluorophore solution or via rinsing the wafer with the SEF-active
surface in the fluorophore solution and subsequent raising [6–16]. Both procedures resulted in large
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inhomogeneity of the fluorophore distribution on the surface. Moreover, it is difficult to determine
the effect of the surface if we compare the fluorescence on the surface in contact with the air and the
fluorescence of the molecules in the solution. In our study, we measured fluorescence from the surface
directly through the sitting droplet, i.e., under the conditions of a natural dynamic equilibrium between
the adsorbed molecules and the molecules in the solution within the droplet. An important advantage
of this approach is also the heat transfer to the droplet reservoir, which significantly reduces the
photodegradation rate of an analyte in comparison with measurements on a dried surface. However,
this approach has brought about some new questions to be answered. They concern the relative
proportion of the violating fluorescence signal from the droplet volume or the worsening of vertical
resolution due to the passage of the beams through the droplet.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Studied Biomolecule

Riboflavin (vitamin B2, Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic) was used as a model fluorophore
biomolecule. It absorbs light in the spectral region below ~500 nm (Figure 1), i.e., in the spectral region
corresponding to the LSPR of our structures (see below). Two different solvents, dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) and water, were used to prepare the riboflavin solutions of the final riboflavin concentration
10−5 M (pH ~6 for the aqueous solution).
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arrow indicates the excitation wavelength. The chemical formula of riboflavin is shown as an inset.

2.2. Fabrication of the SEF Nanostructures

The SEF nanostructures were prepared on polished Si wafers (~3 × 1 cm) as well as on glass slides
for the measurements of their extinction spectra. The fabrication procedure (see Figure 2) was carried
out based on a step-by-step optimization process described in our previous work [28]. Low-pressure
magnetron sputtering of the Ag target in an argon atmosphere was employed for the deposition
of the Ag nanoislands (responsible for the enhancing effect). The Ag nanoislands are, in this case,
formed during the growth of a thin Ag film below the percolation threshold. As the formation and
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resulting morphology of growing the Ag nanoislands is highly sensitive to the substrate material,
the Ag nanoislands were deposited over the ms-PTFE film (thickness 40 nm) to assure the same surface
for both the Si and glass substrates. The ms-PTFE was also used as a spacer to keep the riboflavin
molecules away from making close contact with the nanoislands. The thickness of the ms-PTFE overcoat
ranged between 5 and 25 nm, as measured by the spectroscopic ellipsometry (Woollam M-2000DI,
Woollam M-2000DI, Lincoln, NE, USA). The deposition time of the Ag nanoislands was set at 22 s,
corresponding to a broad extinction peak centered around 500 nm, overlapping both the absorption
and the emission band of the fluorophore. The typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
(TESCAN Mira 3.15 kV accelerating voltage, Brno, Czech Republic) of the formed Ag nanoislands
is presented in Figure 3a. According to the statistical analysis of acquired SEM images, the mean
equivalent disk radius of the Ag nanoislands was around 5 nm (but this is close to the resolution limit
of the employed SEM). After the deposition of the ms-PTFE cover layer, the maximum peak of the
plasmon resonance slightly moved to the higher wavelengths and the intensity of the peaks slightly
increased. This is demonstrated in Figure 3b, where the extinction spectra (UV–Vis spectrophotometer
Hitachi U-2910, Tokyo, Japan) are shown for the samples with ms-PTFE layers of various thicknesses
analogous to those used in the measurements of the riboflavin SEF but prepared on glass slides.
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Figure 3. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical Ag nanoisland layer, (b) extinction
spectra of the Ag nanoislands overcoated with magnetron-sputtered polytetrafluoroethylene (ms-PTFE)
layers of various thicknesses. The arrows indicate the excitation wavelength (blue) and the wavelength
of the fluorescence maximum (green).

2.3. Fluorescence Measurements

A confocal microspectrofluorimeter adapted for time-resolved fluorescence measurements by
using a phase-modulation principle with homodyne data acquisition was employed to obtain the
SEF spectra and to determine the fluorescence lifetimes [29–32]. Its simplified block diagram is
shown in Figure S1. The fluorescence lifetime was determined simultaneously for all emission
wavelengths by acquiring several even phase-shifted spectra of the modulated excitation laser beam
in relation to the fixed modulation phase shift of the detector gain. The fluorescence lifetime was
calculated from the frequency-dependent phase shift and the intensity demodulation [29–32] for the
modulation frequencies evenly covering a 5–200 MHz interval. A laser diode module (Omicron
LDM 442.50.A350, Rodgau-Dudenhofen, Germany) with a sinusoidal intensity modulation (50 mW
peak output, attenuated to one to tens of µW at the sample) was used for the excitation at a 445 nm
wavelength. A confocal epifluorescence upright microscope (Zeiss UMSP–80, Jena, Germany) with a
10× objective (X10 Zeiss Ultrafluar with a numerical aperture of 0.2, Jena, Germany) was used to excite
the fluorescence (see inset of Figure S1). The collected SEF signal was focused on the entrance slit of
the Jobin–Yvon HR640 spectrograph (Paris, France) equipped with a 100 line/mm grating. The spectral
detection window (375 nm-wide) covered both the excitation wavelength (detected elastic scattering
was used as a lifetime reference) and the emission spectrum of the fluorophore. A more detailed
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description of the microspectrofluorimeter setup and the phase-resolved spectra processing can be
found in [32]. Measurements of the fluorescence enhancement factor and spectral reproducibility were
carried out by using a confocal Raman upper microscope (Witec, Alpha 300, Ulm, Germany) with XYZ
piezoelectric positioners by mapping inside the droplet on 100 points over a ~100 × 100 µm surface
area. An average intensity was determined for each Z position of the microscope confocal point.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. SEF Measurements

In contrast to a confocal microscopic measurement underneath a plane-parallel layer, which is
known to be affected by the degradation of both the lateral and vertical resolution, this worsening is
much smaller in a droplet. The curvature of the droplet surface reduces the incident angles significantly,
and thus the aberrations of the refracted rays. In an ideal case of a hemisphere droplet shape,
the resolution should not alter at all if the focus is placed on the hemisphere center.

The droplets in our experiments were of a slightly different shape, but we realized only the
marginal effects of a lower resolution. We did not notice any difficulty in focusing on the SEF-active
surface. We aimed to center the objective lens laterally above the top of the drop (via the incident
light reflection), nevertheless, we found out the insensitivity of the measured fluorescence intensity to
small lateral shifts. The typical rough SEF spectrum of riboflavin is shown in Figure 4a. It is broadened
and slightly blue-shifted in comparison to the fluorescence spectrum from the solution (Figure 1,
spectrum b). We suppose that the broadening is due to the distribution of the molecules in the droplet
(from bulk and surface), and that the blue shift is due to the interaction of the molecules within the
Ag surface. Spectral mapping within a 100 × 100 µm area possessed fluorescence intensities with
about 8% relative standard deviation (RSD) (Figure 4b). This result simultaneously confirms the high
homogeneity of the layer of the riboflavin molecules adsorbed from the droplet.
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Figure 4. (a) Typical SEF spectrum of riboflavin, (b) reproducibility of the SEF measurements,
determined by spectral mapping inside the droplet on 100 points over a ~100 × 100 µm surface area.
The average intensity is indicated by the dashed line. The thickness of the ms-PTFE overlay of the Ag
nanoislands was 5 nm in both experiments.

The size of the droplets we used was limited by a requirement of having no significant evaporation
of the droplet during the experiment. For the time-resolved fluorescence measurements lasting 10 to
20 min, we realized that the smallest usable volume of the droplets was 5 µL for the DMSO solution
and 10 µL for the aqueous solution, respectively.
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3.2. SEF Intensities and Lifetimes

The time-resolved fluorescence measurements were carried out for the SEF surfaces with ms-PTFE
overlays of various thicknesses. The fluorescence intensity profiles and corresponding lifetimes
obtained from the averaged 4–5 independent measurements are shown in Figure 5. The fluorescence
intensity was determined as the height of the riboflavin emission band above the spectral background.
The precision of the lifetime values was estimated considering the variations in the results obtained
for the particular modulation frequencies. That of the fluorescence intensity was derived taking into
account the precision of the background level, the effect of the signal noise and the effect of the
inhomogeneity over the surface demonstrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Fluorescence intensity (a,c) and lifetime (b,d) of riboflavin adsorbed on the SEF-active surface
from a sessile droplet obtained for various thicknesses of the ms-PTFE overlay of the Ag nanoislands.
Solvents: water (a,b) and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) (c,d). The error bars indicate the estimated
precision as a standard deviation. The lines connecting the adjacent points are only a support for the
eye and do not reflect the dependence of the measured quantities on the thickness of the overlay.

In both solvents, DMSO and water, the dependencies of the fluorescence intensity on the ms-PTFE
overlay thickness follow the same characteristic pattern, with a maximum at the layer thickness of
5 nm. By further increasing the overlay thickness, the effect of the distance from the nanostructured
Ag layer is noticeable, resulting in a gradual decrease. The lowest fluorescence intensity is observed
for the surface without the ms-PTFE overlay.

The dependence of the fluorescence lifetime on the overlay thickness corresponds to that of the
fluorescence intensity, i.e., the lifetime is minimal for the 5 nm overlay and increases with the further
increase in the thickness. It clearly demonstrates that the fluorescence intensity is enhanced, at least
partly, by the increase in the fluorescence quantum yield due to a higher radiative decay rate in the
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vicinity of the plasmonic Ag layer. It is assumed [4,5,9] that the fluorescence lifetime, τF, which is in a
solution given by the inverse of the sum of radiative (Γ) and nonradiative (knr) decay rates as

τF =
1

Γ+ knr
(1)

is shortened in the close vicinity of a metal surface due to the increase in both the radiative decay rate
(from Γ to Γ + Γm) and the nonradiative decay rate (from knr to knr + km). Index m means “metal”.
The fluorescence lifetime for a molecule close to the metal is then

τF,m =
1

Γ+ Γm + knr + km
(2)

The vicinity of a metal surface influences in the same manner as the fluorescence quantum yield,
which is given by a ratio of the radiative and the total decay rates, while for a molecule in a solution
the quantum yield is

Q0 =
Γ

Γ+ knr
(3)

and the proximity of metal changes the quantum yield to

Q =
Γ+ Γm

Γ+ Γm + knr + km
(4)

Taking into account that the nanostructured Ag layer can enhance the local electromagnetic
excitation field, leading to an increased absorption of the fluorophore, the total fluorescence
enhancement in respect to the measurement in an environment without the effect of the proximity of
plasmonic metal layer is [3]

ξ =
ISEF
I0

= EF·
Q
Q0

= EF·
Γ+ Γm

Γ+ Γm + knr + km
·
Γ+ knr

Γ
(5)

where EF is an increase in the absorption intensity.
Γ and knr are intrinsic fluorophore characteristics in a given environment and can be determined

by measuring the molecule in an appropriate solvent. The fluorescence lifetime of riboflavin in an
aqueous solution we measured was τF = (5.0 ± 0.1) ns, which is in agreement with the previously
published data in [33,34]. The value of the radiative decay rate reported therein is Γ = 5.6 × 107 s−1,
which gives knr = 14 × 107 s−1 and Q0 = 0.27, according to Equations (1) and (3). For the DMSO
solution, the analogously obtained values are τF = (2.9 ± 0.1) ns, Γ = 7.4 × 107 s−1, knr = 2.7 × 108 s−1

and Q0 = 0.22.
The parameters EF, Γm, and knr represent the surface effects that depend, in a non-trivial

way, on the fluorophore distance from the plasmonic metal surface. Since these phenomena have
contradictory effects on the fluorescence intensity, the total distance-dependent profile results from a
competition between the amplification of the local field and the increase in the quantum yield with the
enhanced radiationless energy transfer at very short distances. It is assumed that km is negligible for
distances >~4–5 nm [35].

The changes of the fluorescence intensity and lifetime in Figure 5 demonstrate the phenomenon of
SEF of the adsorbed riboflavin molecules for the distances of 5 nm or more from the nanostructured Ag
layer. In these cases, the effect of km can be neglected and the variables occurring in Equations (1)–(5) can
be unambiguously computed (Table 1). In this instance, the ratio Q/Q0 is higher than 1, which means
that fluorescence is enhanced. However, because of the limited range of the electromagnetic effect,
the enhancement decreases rapidly with a further increasing d.

On the other hand, the rate of nonradiative decay is greatly enhanced when the fluorophore and
the metal surface are closely contacted, which results in fluorescence suppression. However, the values
obtained for the surface without any spacer (ms-PTFE thickness = 0) do not seem to be fully consistent
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with the relationships for the fluorescence of molecules on the metal surface. For DMSO, the obtained
lifetime value corresponds to that of a molecule in a solution and the intensity is close to the limit value
for a high thickness of the layer when the surface effect should be very weak. In the case of water,
the fluorescence intensity for the surface without ms-PTFE cover is lower than the high thickness limit,
but still represents about 60% of this value. This indicates that the obtained fluorescence characteristics
are not attributable exclusively to the molecules adsorbed at the surface but are the result of signal
summation from the adsorbed molecules and those dissolved in the drop volume. For the quantitative
analysis, it is thus necessary not only to estimate the ratios of the adsorbed and dissolved molecules
but also the ratio of the fluorescence contribution from the surface and the bulk. We demonstrated that
this is possible based on certain additional experiments and considerations. They are described below
in brief; for details see the Supplementary Information.

Table 1. Lifetime characteristics of riboflavin in respective environments and their implications on
quantum yield enhancement (Q/Q0). Lifetimes were experimentally measured; all other characteristics
were computed using Equations (1)–(5), neglecting the effect of km.

Water DMSO

ms-PTFE Thickness Lifetime τF,m/τF Γm Q/Q0 ms-PTFE Thickness Lifetime τF,m/τF Γm Q/Q0

0 nm 4.45 ns 0.89 N/A N/A 0 nm 2.70 ns 0.93 N/A N/A

5 nm 4.35 ns 0.87 2.99 1.34 5 nm 1.87 ns 0.64 18.99 2.30

10 nm 4.44 ns 0.89 2.51 1.29 10 nm 2.40 ns 0.83 4.17 1.39

15 nm 4.53 ns 0.91 2.08 1.24 15 nm 2.51 ns 0.87 3.11 1.30

20 nm 4.57 ns 0.91 1.91 1.23 22 nm 2.70 ns 0.93 1.48 1.15

25 nm 4.82 ns 0.96 0.74 1.09

3.3. The Droplet Geometry

The droplet possesses the shape of a spherical cap, the geometrical parameters of which are
determined by its volume and the contact angle. Table 2 summarizes the measured contact angles of
the droplets used in our experiments and the calculated ratio ζ of the contact area with the surface to
the droplet volume. The contact angles for a particular solute and various thicknesses of the ms-PTFE
layer did not vary within an experimental error.

Table 2. Geometric parameters of the measured droplets.

Surface Solvent Volume/µL Contact Angle/◦ ζ/mm−1

ms-PTFE layer DMSO 5 71 ± 4 1.5 ± 0.1

ms-PTFE layer water 10 104 ± 2 0.68 ± 0.03

3.4. Estimation of the Amount of the Riboflavin Molecules Adsorbed on the Surface

Fifty droplets of the 10 µM riboflavin solution in DMSO, each of 5 µL volume, were placed on the
ms-PTFE surface (5 nm thickness). After several minutes, a sufficient time for achieving an equilibrium
between the adsorbed and dissolved molecules, the content of the droplets was gently suctioned and
the remaining riboflavin concentration was determined by an absorption measurement. It was found
that the adsorption caused about a 50% decrease in the riboflavin concentration inside the droplets.
An analogous experiment with 10 µL droplets of the riboflavin aqueous solution did not exhibit any
detectable concentration decrease. Considering the possible effects of water evaporation from the
droplets during the experiment, it can be concluded that the adsorption did not reduce the riboflavin
concentration inside the droplets by more than 15% in the aqueous solution.

Knowing the ratio ζ between the surface area in contact with the droplet and the droplet volume,
we can calculate the surface density of the adsorbed molecules. For DMSO it was 2.0 × 1012 molecules
per mm2. Taking into account the dimensions of the riboflavin molecule, this value seems to correspond
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to a monomolecular layer. For water, we only conclude that the surface density was less than 1.4 × 1012

molecules per mm2, i.e., it did not exceed the value of a monomolecular layer.
These conclusions were supported by another experiment, when we measured the intensity of the

fluorescence signal for droplets of different volumes on the substrate with a 5 nm ms-PTFE overlay.
For the DMSO solution, we obtained the satisfactory agreement of the experimental results with a
theoretical curve based on an assumption of a Langmuir adsorption isotherm, valid for the formation of
the first monolayer [36]. In the case of the aqueous solution, the results indicated that the ratio between
the signal from the surface and the signal from the volume was remarkably lower in comparison
with DMSO.

3.5. Estimation of the Ratio of Fluorescence Signals from the Surface Area and the Volume of the Droplet

We have performed an experiment in which the distance of the microscope objective was gradually
increased, starting with a focus on the surface. Figure 6 shows the obtained dependence of the
fluorescence intensity (at the emission band maximum) on the focus distance from the surface for the
5 µL of riboflavin solution in DMSO on the substrate with a 5 nm ms-PTFE overlay.

The substantial decrease in the fluorescence signal when the focus distance to the surface increases
demonstrates clearly that the signal from the molecules adsorbed on the surface is dominant. By the
simple consideration that, at a sufficiently long distance from the surface, the signal from the surface
should completely disappear while the signal from the volume should be doubled, we can conclude
without a complicated analysis that the signal contribution from the volume does not, for focus at the
surface, exceed 17%.
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(dots). The focus position was recalculated from the position of the objective considering refraction at
the spherical droplet surface. Lines show results of the least-square fit: the total fluorescence signal
(solid), the signal from the surface (longer dash) and the signal from the droplet volume (shorter dash).
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More exact results can be obtained by a least-square fit employing the theoretical model
(see Supplementary Information for details) based on an assumption (generally accepted) that the
fluorescence intensity from the elementary horizontal layers of the solution depends on their vertical
distance from the focus as

dIvol(z)
dz

=
ϕ0

1 +
(

z
δ

)2 (6)

Figure 6 shows that the fit based on this dependence matches the experimental data very well.
The fit provided the halfwidth of the Lorentzian function (Equation (6)) to be δ = 0.27 mm, and the
ratio of the surface and volume signals for focus at the surface to be 6.5:1. This means that the volume
signal represents only 13% of the total fluorescence signal in the case of the 5 nm thick ms-PTFE overlay.
Moreover, as the riboflavin concentration inside the drop and its surface density is known, the model
allows us to estimate the ratio of fluorescence signals from the surface and the solution per one molecule.
The value of this total enhancement factor is for the 5 nm ms-PTFE overlay ξ = ISEF/I0 = 4.0. This gives
the factor of the increase in absorption intensity to be (according to Equation (5) and Table 1) EF = 1.7.

An analogous experiment, when the fluorescence intensity was measured for various focus
distances from the surface, was performed for a 10 µL drop of riboflavin aqueous solution. The obtained
dependence was, however, quite different. The fluorescence intensity gradually increased with the
increasing distance to a limit of approximately double the starting value (data not shown). This clearly
demonstrates that, in this case, the amount of adsorbed riboflavin molecules is indeed very low and
that the majority of the fluorescence measured through the sessile droplet comes from the bulk in the
case of the aqueous solution. This, of course, significantly affected the results of the time-resolved
fluorescence measurements and caused the fluorescence intensity and lifetime (Table 1) to differ only
marginally for the various thicknesses of the ms-PTFE cover. The most remarkable effect is the decrease
in the fluorescence intensity for the uncovered Ag island surface. It can be explained by a dynamical
quenching of the dissolved riboflavin molecules in the vicinity of the surface or by the substantially
more effective adsorption on an uncovered surface, which decreased the concentration inside the
droplet while the fluorescence of the adsorbed molecules was completely quenched.

4. Conclusions

It has been revealed that riboflavin dissolved in DMSO at a 10 µM concentration forms, on the
ms-PTFE surface, a homogeneous layer of adsorbed molecules, the surface density of which corresponds
to a monomolecular layer. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements carried out through a sessile
droplet for the Ag island surfaces covered by ms-PTFE films of various thicknesses have shown the
SEF for thicknesses of 5 nm and higher, while for the bare Ag nanoislands, the generally expected
nonradiative quenching was confirmed. The lifetime measurements enabled us to determine the
enhanced fluorescence quantum yield due to the shortening of the radiative decay in the vicinity
of the plasmonic surface. This effect was the main factor of the fluorescence enhancement but the
enhanced absorption probability due to the electromagnetic field enhancement was also found to be
significant. For the 5 nm ms-PTFE layer possessing the largest (estimated 4×) fluorescence enhancement,
the quantum yield was increased 2.3×.

Our results have also shown the possibility of microspectroscopic measurements of adsorbed
layers through a sessile droplet and demonstrated the advantages and limitations of this approach.
The measurements were performed at the homogeneous layer of the adsorbed molecules corresponding
to an equilibrium between the adsorbed and dissolved molecules. Ancillary measurements of the signal
dependence on the distance of the microscope focus from the surface can determine the proportion
of the signal from the surface and of that from the droplet bulk and can even enable one to estimate
the ratio of the signals relative to the molecular amounts. On the other hand, this approach does not
provide quantitatively reliable data in the case of weak adsorption like in our case of an ms-PTFE
surface and riboflavin aqueous solution.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/10/4/773/s1,
Figure S1: Simplified block diagram of the fluorescence microspectrofluorimeter, Figure S2: The sessile droplet
geometry, Figure S3: Dependence of the fluorescence signal on the droplet geometry, Figure S4: Focus position
inside the droplet, Figure S5: Geometry of the experiment.
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